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Monster high spectra and porter

To better cover the different aspects of the topic, this article has been divided into one main page and several subpages. Choose which one you want to read. Main - Monster Story - Cartoon - Merchandise A Raccoon named Huebert. He's almost as mischievous as I am. River Styxx, Kiyomi Haunterly
and Vandala Doubloons Porter Paintergeist Geiss is a poltergeist ghost who attends Haunted High, a school for ghosts and the son of Poltergeist. He appears in the TV special Haunted. Character Appearance Porter is slim yet densely build ghost with slim green skin and dark green hair with long bangs
swept to the left. His limbs are fading away and transparent, and have dark green eyebrows that match his hair. Porter has intense blue eyes with two green sclera and dark blue pupils. He wears paint-artist inspired clothes that are colorful and look like they have been painted; he wears a black shirt and
a black brick-patterned shorts with paint-like stains all over his clothes. He wears a shackle on his left wrist and chains wrap around his waist, with two chains dangling on his sides. He wears blue shoes and has two paint spray cans of ghost paint attached to the chain braces on his shirt. Personality
Libertarian, rebellious and honest, Porter has been branded several times as part of the bad boy type due to spreading his graffiti art all around the school, and has accumulated more Detention Chains than anyone else in school. Porter's nickname, Paintergeist comes from his love of art and loves to
paint on everything. When inspiration hits, he wastes no time finding the nearest canvas, usually a wall, and painting a picture in ghost paint. Despite Porter's art constantly landing him in trouble with the Principal Revenant, he always remains upbeat, kind and cheerful, always looking for his next
masterpiece. But Porter's playful and laid-back behavior makes it hard for others to take him seriously unless he outwardly shows it. Porter turns out to be shrewd and attentive, such as getting past Hall Moanitors long enough to paint his artworks. Porter is also the only student at Haunted High to notice
the increase in detention chains that Principal Revenant has been handing out unfairly. He was also able to steal the key Principal Revenant uses to transfer his links to the students and plays along with her agreement to betray her friends to see how the key works and free them later. Although
sometimes comes out rude and often considers to be a troublemaker, but he has a soft side, and greatly cares about his friends. Porter is very considerate when he creates works of art, as he hates to destroy other people's property, so he only paints using ghost paint, a type of paint that fades away after
a while, and only permanently paints something if he owns it. In her Kiyomi mejeri, Porter spray spray a touching haiku for her when he notices that she has been feeling down lately. In Haunted, Porter offers to take on all the detention chains of the other students like Spectra Vondergeist and her friends
work to stop the Principal Revenant's plot to invade the Monster and pass on her punishment chains to innocent students. The abilities of Porter are a ghost, and therefore hold the abilities of a regular ghost. Permeation: Porter can pass through solid. Floating: Porter can float. Immortality: Like all ghosts
he is immortal. Skillset Artist: Porter is an accomplished artist, especially in using spray cans and paint, but is also good as drawing pictures with pen or pencil. Porter demonstrates the ability to telekineticly control his spray cans and paint cans by waving his hands and arms around. Relationships Family
Porter is the son of the poltergeist who may or may not be his father. Friends Porter attends Haunted High, and are good friends with Vandala Doubloons, Kiyomi Haunterly, and River Styxx. In her dairy, it mentions that Porter hangs out with Kiyomi sometimes, even before she became popular, and
openly compliments her, whom she appreciates and may have a slight attraction to him as a result. Romance Porter has a mutual interest in Spectra Vondergeist. They met in the Monster High movie Haunted when Porter was being chased by Hall Moanitors and almost breaks into her, implying that it
was love at first sight for Porter and Spectra. Throughout the film, Porter shows he cares very deeply for Spectra by helping her around Haunted High after she was caught at he school and separated from her friends. Although Porter's antics and jokes occasionally annoyed Spectra, he makes her laugh,
and Spectra helps Porter figure out Rector Revenant's secret plans. Porter is very open in his show of love for Spectra, as Porter called them a duo and on many occasions complimented Spectra on whether he meant to or not, such as saying she was smart and touching her hand when comforting her.
Porter even went out of his way to fix an old desk to give to Spectra, causing Spectra to hug Porter. When Spectra had to confront the headmaster The Revenant, Porter said: No! I could lose you. and save her from being caught by following Spectra to the office, which shows how much he cares about
her safely In return, Spectra welcomes Porter's compliments, and two quickly get close. Spectra expressed his concern about Porter when he was back at Haunted High, as he covers in detention chains wishing he could come with her and kissed him on the cheek for all his help. At the end of the film,
Porter and Spectra begin a somewhat long-distance relationship as she returns to Monster High and he stays at Haunted High. Timeline January 22, 2014: the mark for Porter Paintergeist Geiss. July 26, 2014: Previews of Porter Porter photos Geiss reaches the internet seconds after the reveal at San
Diego Comic-Con International. Spring 2015: Porter Paintergeist Geiss makes his 3D comic book debut in Haunted. Notes Gallery Add a photo to this gallery To better cover the various aspects of the topic, this article has been divided into one main page and several subpages. Choose which one you
want to read.  Main - Monster Story - Books - Cartoon - Merchandise But I've been waiting my entire death to cover a story like this. So much chaos is making big headlines! Spectra Vondergeist in Fright On! Spectra Vondergeist is a 2011-introduced and all-around character. She's a ghost and a student
at Monster High. She is the reporter of Monster High, and a celebrity in the student body, editor of the in-school famous Gory Gazette blog, the former Ghostly Gossip. Portraits She is expressed by Erin Fitzgerald in English. Although Spectra himself does not make an appearance in the music video for
Monster High Fright Song, there are several different character ghost analogues that have received creative interpretation by the video crew. Ghost Girl is portrayed by Catina Duscio. Character History Spectra past is probably one of the most covered mysteries within the Monster High community. In fact,
she's quite reluctant to uncover anything about her past. In her diary it is suggested that she has built a mysterious, imaginative story for herself, and even began to believe it herself, but that the truth about her family is actually quite tragic. Until further reveal that the truth is still unknown. But because of
expressions on her behalf, like mentioning her death Fright On! , it is safe to assume that she was a human being at a certain time, understood to be from the 1800s. Ghoul Spirit What is safe is that she once lived in Ghost World, her first home, and used to attend Haunted High, freeing down who would
later become her closest friend, Kiyomi Haunterly. But her family thought it was better to leave their world and do something very little ghosts thought of: cross-border to Monster World. Haunted Personality Spectra is a floating mystery. She used to be shy and reclusive, whispering her sentences, hanging
by herself, and comfortable with it, and in fact, for the benefit of her mystical aura of interfering and watching her stories unfold under her eyes, spying on students for scoops. But ever since the secret face of her gossip blog, Ghostly Gossip, was revealed, she has become more outgoing and less
secretive. But she has, or used to have, a very powerful personality, and she often made quick judgments and leaps to conclusions without documentation. She regularly created stories from loosely related details that she may not have heard correctly, which she connected using her own imagination. Her
method of journalism ran so in her psyche that she could not tell her fictional except for reality. Even when they concerned her own person, she rather believed her own fantasies than the documented truth. It didn't help that she was an avid gossiper either, as her desperation for scoops would lead her to
take what was given, no matter what. Because of all this, Spectra is one of the most controversial students at Monster High. On the one hand, she owned one of the two most popular news sources at the school, but on the other hand, she has hurt more than a few fellow students by spreading lies about
them. When confronted with the facts, she tended to dig into her heels. She drew the line by planting a false story herself, which is totally against her morals. That's not to say that she wouldn't publish stories she thinks are true, even if they really were lies. This makes for an excellent gossip columnist, but
not a friend you want to share secrets with. As of Haunted, however, Spectra experienced firsthand what gossip and unverified information can do to people, and since then has built a dedication to fact that turned her world out, turning her from a gossiper into a legit reporter. She has matured and drawn
the line between acceptable and unacceptable, renaming her blog, to the Gory Gazette. But despite all this, she is seen as a kind of monster and helps those who need her, who may be a bit of a scatterbrain, which prevented her from seeing the damage she did, unaware of other emotions. But Spectra is
as devious as she is naïve, and incredibly intelligent, making it almost impossible to know what's real about Spectra, as she's also an expert at lying, making facades and arranging stories quickly, prone to trow and apology in the faction. Spectra is also known for easily getting the truth out of other
monsters, which also gives her a detective/reporter complex. Her favorite foods are Angel Food Cake because it's as easy as she is. Appearance Due to the fact that Spectra is a ghost, her skin is ghostly pale - almost sharp white - and then fades to transparent at the beginning of her hands and feet. Her
face is a little gaunt. Spectra hair is long and violet, with periwinkle and pink-purple highlights. It's usually frisky; ends stick up and looks like it was floating like a ghost (though more straight on the 'School's Out' doll and in CGI 3D TV specials). Her hair is sometimes tied up in a ponytail. Her eyes (iris) are
a light icy blue, with the students being a dark blue and the sclera or sclerae (or whites of the eyes) is not white, but instead a pale purple. Her lips/lipstick are/are purple. Her fashion motif is gothic; chains, black balls and shackles, together with a dress consisting of round purple and black a black grime
tank top with light magenta edge and chains on the front, a chain necklace, a hanger belt, a one ragged skirt with black, translucent overlay skirt, and magenta, ankle-length boots with two chains around the ankle and barbell-styled heels. She wears a bracelet that looks like a silver hoop on her wrist in the
illustration and on her doll, but in webisodes, her bracelets are chains, and she wears two of them. Because she is a ghost, Spectra's skin is made of ectoplasm rather than real flesh. Relationships Family Spectra writes in her diary that her long-lost love haunts the family's ancestral castle, but it is
strongly suggested that all this was something she had made up. Her parents are ghosts, but nothing else is known about them. In her diary it is suggested that the truth about her family is actually quite tragic, although it is never revealed - the story Spectra writes about (castles, a midnight journey across
borders) is something she made up, and even began to believe it until Ghoulia reminded her of the truth. Like per Ghoul Spirit, Spectra is a 19th-century ghost. Friends Her first bio declared it as 'everyone loves Spectra V' but apparently she wrote the bio, she can lie. In webisodes she is never really seen
hanging out with anyone and is not immediately associated with any group of students. But Spectra has developed closer relationships with the Fearleading Squad, as she seems to prefer Ghoulia Yelps' silent endeavor and Clawdeen Wolf's loyalty, since it was the latter that initiated her process of putting
things into prespective and changing her entire bussiness plan, and showed her ways of truth and facts. Her latest bio states she is also quite close with Twyla, a relationship that may be inspired by the reclusiveness of the two and their mysterious spookiness, Catrine DeMew and Clawd Wolf, whose
interactions with Spectra are little to no one in any canon. Despite this, if Spectra were to choose a best friend, it would probably her childhood friend Kiyomi Haunterly who was loyal to her in the years they were together when Kiyomi found her only friend in Spectra. Both were students at Haunted High
and studied together at one point and support each other deeply, and despite it being a tough separation for her, Kiyomi was the one to assure that spectra family choices to move between worlds were the best. Pet Spectra's pet is a purple ghost ferret called Rhuen. Rhuen's bottom half is pretty
translucent, and she wears a dark purple bow over her right ear. Rhuen's friends are Sir Hoots A Lot (Ghoulia Yelps's owl) and Shiver (Abbey Bominable's pet woolly mammoth). Romance In Which There is a wolf, There is a way Spectra expressed interest in Billy Phaidin, a boy she had known since
eighth grade. From Back and Deader than ever, it's known that the two are dating. In 'Fright On' she is seen engaging in a dance with a student from Belfry Prep. Porter Paintergeist Geiss has an interest in Spectra. The interest is was revealed in Haunted. Porter called them a 'duo' and on many
occasions complimented Spectra, whether he meant to or not, such as saying she was smart. Spectra expressed her concern about Porter when she was back at Haunted High and wished he could come with her. Spectra hugged Porter and kissed him on the cheek. It was also understood that with them
it was love at first sight. For example, when Spectra had to confront their main Porter said: No! I could lose you. Abilities of Liquid: Like a ghost, Spectra can float like any other ghost. Permeation: Spectra can go through solids. Body-Age Incarceration: Because of Spectra being a ghost, she is trapped in
the body by the age she died at, even though she is 16 in monster years now. Immortality: Like all ghosts she is immortal. Skillset Journalism: Spectra is known for being a good journalist, usually not getting her facts right first, but she makes good stories and interesting ones. She wiretaps around the
school through walls and hide and such, such as preventing getting caught, but she usually doesn't listen to what monsters of the whole story, and she says she leaves it to her artistic side to fill in the blanks. Ghostly Gossip Timeline November 2, 2010: Mattel requests the trademark of Spectra
Vondergeist. November 17, 2010: An Amazon listing appears for a Spectra Von Hauntington plush doll. March 8, 2011: An image of a prototype Spectra doll is posted on Flickr.com. The name of the box is Spectra von Hauntington. April 13, 2011: An image of Clawd and The Draculaura 2-pack box is
available online, giving a first look at Spectra Vondergeist's first doll. May 14, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist's first doll appears on the Monster High Facebook account. Early June, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist's Friends plushie is released. June 9, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist profile is published on the Monster
High website. June 9, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist's high-profile art is revealed. June 16, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist partially makes her 2D comic debut in Miss Infearmation. June 2011: Spectra Vondergeist's first doll is released as part of the 'School's Out' series. June, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist makes



his diary debut in her 'School's Out' diary. September 20, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist makes her Monster High book debut in Where There's a Wolf, There's a Way. September 22, 2011: Spectra Vondergeist is correctly introduced in the cartoon through Ghostly Gossip. February 12, 2012: Spectra
Vondergeist makes her 3D comic book debut in Why Ghouls Fall in Love?. November 26, 2014: Spectra Vondergeist makes her anime debut in Horror! Acting Cool on the Black Carpet. Notes Spectra's first name comes from the word ghost/ghost, which means ghostly appearance. Spectra's surname
Vondergeist is German (von der Geist) and means from the ghost/spirit. while Spectra made up to be the von part of the name suggests that she is nobility. Her birthday is October 30, which means her character is Scorpio.  The look of chains and locks on Spectra's outfits references Charles Dickens'
classic ghost story A Christmas Carol, in which ghosts are tied to chains and locks apparently created by being bad people in life. Spectra was the protagonist of Haunted. Gallery Picture Day Spectra artworkSpectra in monster high commercial Specra and Abbey in their first ever doll commercial together.
Spectra from Teen Scream photoshoot gameAdd a picture for this gallery gallery
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